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Abstract

Generic health status measures classify patients into different health states. For example,
the EQ-5D descriptive system developed by the EuroQol Group classifies patients into 243

Žhealth states. Empirical values for the health states are available for only a selection mostly
.12 to 45 of these health states. Several parametric relationships between the descriptive

system and the known values can be formulated to estimate the values for the unrecorded
health states. This paper describes several of these modeling exercises in a comprehensible
way, using the EQ-5D as an illustration. It is shown that the estimation task does not
depend on the meaning of the values, but does depend on the selection of the empirically
valued health states and the assumptions about the relationship between these values and
the descriptive system. q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Health state valuation measures like the EQ-5D, the Health Utility Index and
the Quality of Well-Being are used to attribute a value to the health state of a
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patient. These measurements typically first classify a patient into one of several
possible health states. For example, the EQ-5D descriptive system, developed by
the EuroQol Group can classify patients into one of 243 possible health states, plus

Ž .the states death and unconscious Brooks, 1996 . Once the patient has been
classified into such a health state, the researcher can assign a relevant value. These
values are based on previous research where usually not all the values of the
possible health states have been measured. Generally, empirical values are only
available for a selection of all possible health states. By estimating a parametric
relationship between the descriptive system and the known values however, it is
possible to estimate the values for the unrecorded health states. In this article, we
compare different approaches and categorise some basic methodological problems
using the EQ-5D instrument.

One of the methodological starting points of the EuroQol Group was the
assumption that health can be characterised by a set of scores applied to five
aspects of health status. The EQ-5D refers to these aspects as ‘dimensions’. The
dimensions each comprise three levels: no problems, somermoderate problems

Ž .and extreme problemsrunable to Table 1 . Within the EQ-5D classification
™Žsystem, every individual health state can be described by a row vector x x , x ,1 2

.. . . , x in which the element x represents the score on dimension i. Thus,5 i

x s the score on mobility, x s the score on self-care, etc. The score on a1 2
Ž .dimension is ‘1’ if it is the highest level and ‘3’ if it is the lowest Table 1 . For

example, a health state such as: some problems in walking about, no problems
with self-care, no problems with performing usual activities, moderate pain and

Table 1
The EuroQol health dimensions and their scores

Dimension Levels Scores

Mobility No problems in walking about 1
Some problems in walking about 2
Confined to bed 3

Self-care No problems with self-care 1
Some problems with washing or dressing self 2
Unable to wash or dress self 3

Usual activities No problems with performing usual activities 1
Ž .e.g., work, study, housework, family or leisure activities
Some problems with performing usual activities 2
Unable to perform usual activities 3

Painrdiscomfort No pain or discomfort 1
Moderate pain or discomfort 2
Extreme pain or discomfort 3

Anxietyrdepression Not anxious or depressed 1
Moderately anxious or depressed 2
Extremely anxious or depressed 3
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Ž .moderate anxiety could be represented by the row vector 2,1,1,2,2 , usually
abbreviated to 21122. This notation is used throughout this paper. The states death
and unconscious cannot be described within the classification system.

With five dimensions and three levels per dimension, there are 35 s243
possible health states. Ideally, respondents should value all 243 health states, but
in practice they can value only approximately 30 health states. This means that it
is an extremely laborious task to obtain empirical values for all the possible health
states. For this reason, investigators use parametric models to estimate the values
for the health states not included in the empirical valuation. The parametric model
should predict the values for the health states on the basis of the scores of the
descriptive system. In algebraic terms we seek a relationship as follows:

™VsV x 1Ž . Ž .
™where V is the value of the health state, x is the vector of the health state

™Ž .description and V x is the value function.
Because it is not possible to describe the states death and unconscious using

this classification system, we cannot estimate their values using a parametric
relationship. Therefore, the values from these states can only be determined
empirically.

In this paper, we demonstrate how it is possible to estimate such value
™Ž .functions V x . We will illustrate this with the data from the EuroQol Rotterdam
Ž .1991 Survey Essink-Bot et al., 1993; Agt et al., 1994 . Before presenting our

estimates, we should consider six methodological problems:
Ž .1 The scales: What are the characteristics of the scales of V and the

™dimensions x: are we dealing with ordinal, interval or ratio scales? We will prove
that this is an insoluble problem and, therefore, we have to make some assump-
tions. We will argue however that these assumptions do not affect our main
question, namely the estimation of the parametric model.

Ž .2 Aggregation: Should we base our model on individual data or should we
consider aggregated data? In the latter case, we must choose between various
metrics, such as the mean, median or mode.

Ž .3 The criterion: Which criterion should be used for the estimation of the value
function? Various options are available. For instance, we may minimise distances
between observed and predicted values or between observed and predicted order-
ings. In this paper, we limit ourselves to least squares estimations.

Ž .4 The model: Which value function should be chosen? Again, there are
various possibilities, but we will limit ourselves to linear models with and without
interactions between the dimensions.

Ž .5 The health states: Which health states should be chosen for the empirical
evaluation? We will demonstrate that the choice of the model and the choice of
specific health states is related.

Ž .6 The respondents: Whose values should be taken into account? For instance,
should we consider the values of patients or the values of the general public?
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Moreover, what should we do about subjects who give ‘inconsistent’ values to the
health states?

1.1. The scales

In the standard EQ-5D questionnaire, respondents are asked to value 13 health
states plus unconsciousness using a visual analogue scale. This scale, often called
the EQ-5D Thermometer, has best imaginable health state at the top with a value
of 100. The bottom is labelled worst imaginable health state and assigned a value

Ž .of 0 Essink-Bot et al., 1993 . Whatever method is used for the valuation of the
health state, for example, the EQ-5D Thermometer, Standard Gamble or Time
Trade-off, it is not possible to know beforehand if the response V has ratio or
interval properties. However, a parametric model requires responses at interval
level, otherwise the unrecorded values cannot be predicted. Consequently, we need
to make the assumption that the response V has at least interval properties. For
instance, let us assume that by scoring health states on the thermometer, respon-
dents are able to order the various health states and that they are able to use
distances on the thermometer to weigh the differences. Consequently, we assume
an interval scale at the response leÕel: a difference between 20 and 40 equals the
difference between 40 and 60. Note that by making this assumption, nothing is
said about the meaning of the values on the thermometer. Whether they represent
utility or something else is not of concern here. We only need the assumption to
estimate the unrecorded values on the scale of the thermometer using a parametric
model.

ŽIn the sections above, we discussed the assumption that the response scale in
.our case, the EQ-5D visual analogue scale or thermometer has interval properties.

However, assuming the same for the scales of the five health dimensions is
something completely different. It is not difficult to see the limitations of this
assumption, as the dimensions are constructed out of three clearly ordinal
descriptors: ‘no problems’, ‘some problems’ and ‘many problems’. If we attribute

™the scores 1, 2 and 3 to the three descriptors of x, we assume that the distance
Ž . Ž .between the worst descriptor x s3 and the intermediary descriptor x s2 isi i

Ž .the same as the difference between the best descriptor x s3 and the intermedi-i
Ž .ary descriptor x s2 . One can avoid this assumption by estimating the ‘true’i

value of the intermediary descriptor. This can be performed by introducing an
additional parameter in the parametric model. However, this approach makes
certain assumptions. We have already argued that we are unaware of the interval

Ž .properties of the responses on the thermometer V . This means that we cannot
™test the scale properties of x just on the basis of the response on V: the values of

™x depend on the assumptions about the interval proportions of the response V.
This identification problem is not unique for the EQ-5D, nor for any health

classification system, but has been documented as a general psychometric problem
Ž .Gescheider, 1988 . If a respondent perceives a stimulus, then there must be a
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Ž .stimulus transformation function f that determines the relationship between the1
Ž . Ž .stimulus S and the magnitude of the sensation c ,

cs f S . 2Ž . Ž .1

™Ž .In our case, S is the score of the health state on the five EQ-5D dimensions x
and c is the sensation associated with the health state, in other words: the value.

Ž .However, as Shepard 1981 points out, a second transformation function is
Ž .required in order to make the magnitude of the sensation c manifest as a

Ž .response R ,

Rs f c . 3Ž . Ž .2

Ž .In our case, this response transformation function f is the relationship2
Ž . Ž .between the value of the health state c and the mark on the thermometer V .

Therefore, the task of valuing health states is a combination of two functions: a
Ž . Ž .stimulus transformation function f and a response transformation function f .1 2

Ž . Ž . Ž .The observable relationship f between the stimulus S and the response R , in3
™ Ž . Ž .our case x and V, is a substitution of Eq. 3 in Eq. 4 :

Rs f S s f f S . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .3 2 1

Since the intervening variable c is not observable, we do not know if the
Ž Ž ..observable function f in our case, V X , is determined by the scale properties3

™Ž . Ž .of the stimuli x or by the scale properties of the response V . As Gescheider
(pointed out in 1988: ‘‘Unless one of the two component functions of f i.e., f or3 1

)f is known, it is impossible to determine the other by knowledge of the2

experimentally determined f .’’ Therefore, we are ignorant of the scale properties3
™of V and x.

™As Gescheider proves, we cannot know if V or x are interval scales in nature.
In view of this identification problem, we assumed a linear response transforma-

Ž .tion function f in order to be able to use a parametric model to estimate the2

unrecorded values. By making this assumption, we limited ourselves to the
Ž .determination of the stimulus transformation function f , which will result in1

weights for x . Assuming such a linear transformation function often occurs ini

psychometric studies and is not something special for the estimation task presented
in this paper. For instance, the assumption of a linear response transformation

Ž .function f is a crucial assumption in the psychometric work of Stevens2
Ž .Gescheider, 1988 . Again, we would like to emphasise that by making this
assumption nothing is revealed about the ‘real interval properties’ of the values V.
In fact, we prove that it is impossible to test the response scale proportion by just
valuing health states.

Having assumed an interval scale at the response level, we may choose to use
the scores as they are or to normalise them. Using the scores as they are, means
that we do not take into account that respondents may use different ranges of V.

Ž .For instance, scores of respondents who valued the best health state 11111 at 100
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Ž .and the worst health state 33333 at 20, will be combined with scores of
respondents who gave a maximum value of 80 and a minimum value of 20. If we
are interested in the relative differences between the health states, the different
value ranges cause additional differences between the responses of the respon-
dents. These extra differences can be reduced if we make the value range
comparable by normalising them on the basis of the values assigned to 11111 and
33333. The normalisation that results in a value range of 0–100 is shown in Eq.
Ž .5 .

V X yV 33333Ž . Ž .
XV X s 5Ž . Ž .

V 11111 yV 33333Ž . Ž .

The assumption of an interval scale at the response level is still made, but
responses are aggregated on the basis of the relative distance from the extreme
health states instead of the distance to the extremes of the thermometer.

The values can also be normalised using states other than 11111 and 33333. For
instance, in some EQ-5D investigations, values on the thermometer are normalised
using the value of the state death. Another variation is to first aggregate over
subjects and then normalise these means, medians, etc. Normalisation can also be
performed at the end, if one normalised the predicted scores of the model. It
should be noted that in the last two variations, individual difference in the range of
V is not accounted for.

Ž .If subjects value an intermediate health state for instance, 11112 higher or
Žlower than the health state used as the standard for the normalisation for instance,

.11111 and 33333 , values above 100 and below 0 will appear. These values have
no theoretical upper or lower limit. Therefore, extreme normalised values could
appear and dominate the predictions. In such circumstances, it may be reasonable
to excluded these ‘inconsistent’ subjects from the analysis.

1.2. Aggregation

Before we can estimate a model, we have to decide whether we analyse
aggregate data or analyse data on an individual level. We may choose not to
aggregate the individual responses beforehand and estimate the model on the basis
of the individual responses. Alternatively, we may aggregate the individual
responses in advance, using one of the measures of central tendency, such as the
mean, median or mode. The first procedure includes the individual error in the
error term of the model, while the second procedure keeps this individual error out
of the model.

When the model is estimated on aggregate data, a choice can be made between
various metrics of central tendency. Using averages might be regarded as a pure
utilitarian procedure, while using the median implies the ‘median voter model’

Ž .based on public choice theory Williams, 1993, p. 299 . In fact, by choosing a
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measure of central tendency, we are making choices about whose values should
Ž .count Williams, 1992, p. 10 , which is a subject of debate. For instance, by using

the median, all responses have an equal influence on the central value. When using
the mean however, extreme responses are given extra weight.

If using aggregated data, the degrees of freedom to fit the model are determined
by the number of empirically valued health states. If individual data is used, the
degrees of freedom are largely determined by the number of subjects. Because the
number of subjects is usually much higher than the number of empirically valued
health states, it seems obvious to use individual data in order to increase the power
to detect significant parameters. However, as each subject can value only a limited
number of health states, subjects are often divided into groups, each valuing
different health states. In this instance, subjects do not value the same health
states, which may introduce additional group effects. If the nested structure is
ignored, the standard errors of the estimates will be underestimated and so
coefficients will be judged to be significant when they are not. Thus, the usual
fixed effect models may not be well equipped for the situation where data is
clustered. More sophisticated models such as the multileÕel or random effect
models may be more appropriate and have now been introduced in this field of

Ž .science Goldstein, 1995; Dolan, 1997 .

1.3. The criterion

™Ž .If the value function V x is estimated, a criterion function is required to
describe the fit of this model. Various criteria are available. A natural option is to
minimise the differences between the observed and predicted valuations using
various metrics. In this paper, we considered only variations of least squares
estimations. The main reason for this choice was its feasibility and the fact that the
results can easily be interpreted. We should, however, realise that there are several
alternatives. One alternative might be the minimisation of the differences between
the observed and predicted ranks. We can also perform a log- or similar transfor-
mation before we estimate the model and then minimise the differences between
the observed and predicted transformed scores. Such a transformation may some-
times normalise the distribution of the error term but caution is needed as in the
case of a log transformation: the appropriate back transformation is not simply the
exponential function of the transformed scores. If an exponential function is used,
the converted scores will be neither unbiased nor consistent and, therefore, another

Ž .back transformations should be considered Rutten-Molken et al., 1994 .¨
If we use ordinary least-squares, it is important to realise that the ‘common’

2 Žinterpretation of the size R is not possible. The common interpretation 0.20 is
.‘bad’, 0.90 is ‘good’ is only valid when the ‘observations’ have been sampled

randomly. The subjects who value the health states may have been sampled
randomly, but it should be noted that these subjects are not the units of observa-
tion. The units of observation are the health states, and the health states are chosen
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by the investigators. Because investigators will usually choose health states that
cover the whole range of possible health states equally, the distribution of the
values is not normal but flat, which results in high R2. In Section 3, we
demonstrate the dependency of R2 on the choice of the health states. Of course
within a given selection of health states, a relatively higher R2 still represents a
relatively better fit of the model. The absolute size however, should be interpreted
with care.

1.4. The model

Some of the components of the model are already determined by the choices we
made earlier. We have assumed that each health state can be characterised by a

™five-dimensional vector of scores x, and that there exists a linear relationship
™between x and the value V given on the thermometer. This linear relationship can

™Ž .be described by a value function V x about which we have to make two
assumptions. First, we assumed the value function is continuous and twice
differentiable in its arguments: an infinitely small change in any dimension leads
to an infinitely small change in the value attributed to the health state. This means

™ ™Ž .that the latent constructs that are represented by x and V x are continuous in
™ ™Ž .nature. In other words, the underlying trait of both x and V x does not make any

™‘jumps’, despite the fact that x is discrete. Second, we assumed that the first order
derivatives are positive, in other words, a better score on each dimension leads to a
higher valuation of the corresponding health state. There are a number of different
functional forms of the value function that we can consider. For practical reasons,
we considered only three additive forms of the value function. An additive form
means that the contributions of the different dimensions can be summed to
produce the value of the health state. The first form assumes not only a linear
response transformation function, but also a linear stimulus transformation func-
tion. In other words, in this model, we not only assume that the scale V holds
interval proportions at the response level, but that the same is true for the scores
on the stimuli, namely, 1, 2 and 3 on x . Thus, we assume that the intermediaryi

score 2 is the mid point of the scales x .i
5

V X saq v x qe 6Ž . Ž .Ý i i
is1

Ž .In Eq. 6 , v represents the weight of the different dimensions. For instance, ifi
Ž .the first dimension mobility plays a more important role than the second

Ž . Ž .dimension self-care , then the weight of the first dimension v should be higher1
Ž .than the weight of the second dimension v . a is a constant and e is an error2

Ž .term. As both V and x are assumed to be interval scales, Eq. 6 is simply ai

multiple regression in which V is the dependent variable, x are the explanatoryi
Ž .independent variables and a is the intercept. In the multiple regression, the
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regression coefficient B represents v and can be used as an estimate for thesei i

weights.
If we weaken the assumption of a linear stimulus transformation function, we

have to estimate new values for x . As there are only three possible scores peri

dimension, the nonlinear relationship can only be expressed by the intermediary
descriptor of x , in our case, the score two. We can describe this by adding fivei

Ž .constants m to Eq. 6 , if x takes the value two. The values of the constants mi i i

can then be estimated by adding five dummy variables in the regression which
take the value one if x s2 and zero otherwise.i

5 5

V X saq v x q m qe 7Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i i
is1 is1

On the basis of the value of m a new value for the intermediary descriptor ofi

x can be calculated.i

miXx sx q 8Ž .i i
vi

Ž .Instead of Eq. 7 , one can also use more conventional dummies: one dummy
per dimension that indicates that x G2, and one dummy that indicates thati

Ž .x G3. In principle, the results will be the same. We have chosen Eq. 7 , becausei

this equation more clearly demonstrates the relaxation of the linear stimulus
transformation assumption.

Ž . Ž .Eq. 6 does not take interactions between dimensions into account. Eq. 9 is
Ž .an extension of Eq. 6 with a first order interaction term. In this equation, the

values of the levels x are assumed to be known beforehand. If estimating v , vi i j i
Ž .and x simultaneously, m should be included in Eq. 9 . This new equation willi i

be complex, as the m term will be different for all different interactions. To ouri

knowledge, this model is not yet described nor used, although sometimes investi-
Ž . Ž .gators test the interaction terms x x separately in Eq. 7 Dolan, 1997 .i j

5 5 5

V X saq v x q v x x qe i- j 9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýi i i j i j
is1 is1 js2

Ž .The Health Utility Index of Torrance et al. 1996 is based on a model
Ž .comparable to Eq. 9 , although in their model the interactions are taken into

Ž Ž .. Ž .account in a more restricted way Eq. 10 . As one can see in Eq. 10 , the
interactions between the dimensions do not depend on the specific combination of
the levels: mutual utility independence. These assumptions about the interactions
are not directly based on empirical data, but derived from a theoretical model:

Ž .multiattribute utility theory MAUT as described, for example, by Keeney and
Ž .Raiffa 1976 . As the assumptions about the interactions simplify the model,

Torrance et al. needed only a minimal number of empirically valued health states
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in order to estimate this multiplicative model. The value function can be estimated
with nonlinear regression analysis.

51
V X s 1qav x y1 qe 10Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł i i

a is1

™ w x w xTorrance et al. scaled both V and x on a 0 . . . 1 scale, instead of a 0 . . . 100
w xscale and a 1 . . . 3 scale. An advantage of such a transformation is that the

parameters a and v now have a generally accepted interpretation, as formulatedi
Ž . Ž .in Eq. 11 Keeney and Raiffa, 1976, p. 240; Torrance et al., 1996 :

5

If v )1, then y1-a-0Ý i
is1

5

If v s1, then as0Ý i
is1

5

If v -1, then a)0 11Ž .Ý i
is1

If as0, the dimensions of health assume additiÕe independence. This means
that a step from 1 to 2 in one dimension would always have the same influence,
irrespective of the levels of other dimensions. If y1-a-0, and mutual utility
independence exists, the dimensions of health are said to be substitutes: ‘‘ . . . an

Ž .improÕement in one dimension of health is relatiÕely satisfying, while an
Ž .improÕement on two or more dimensions of health is not that much better.’’

Ž .Torrance et al., 1982, p. 1049 . If a)0, then the dimensions of health are said to
Ž .be complements: ‘‘ . . . an improÕement on any one dimension of health is not

Ž .Õery useful, while a simultaneous improÕement on seÕeral dimensions of health
is much better.’’

If we choose to normalise the values on the thermometer, it seems reasonable to
XŽ .give the predicted values the same range by assuming that V 33333 s0 and

XŽ .V 11111 s100. This means that the response range restricts the weights v : thei
Ž . Ž .differences between the best 11111 and the worse health state 33333 must then

be 100:

V 11111 yV 33333 s100mŽ . Ž .
aqv 1qv 1qv 1qv 1qv 1yayv 3yv 3yv 3yv 3yv 31 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

s100m

v 1y3 qv 1y3 qv 1y3 qv 1y3 qv 1y3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 3 4 5

s100m

y2 v qv qv qv qv s100mŽ .1 2 3 4 5

v qv qv qv qv sy50 12Ž .1 2 3 4 5
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w xBesides restricting the range to 0,100 , we have to force one endpoint to its
XŽ .desired value, for instance V 33333 s0. If we substitute this value in the last

Ž .line of Eq. 12 , we can calculate the value of the intercept a :

V X 33333 s0 n v qv qv qv qvŽ . 1 2 3 4 5

sy50m

0saqv 3qv 3qv 3qv 3qv 3 n v qv qv qv qv1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

sy50m

0saq3 v qv qv qv qv n v qv qv qv qvŽ .1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

sy50m

0say150m

as150 13Ž .
Ž .If we substitute this value of a in Eq. 6 , while at the same time we know

Ž .from Eq. 12 that v sy50yv yv yv yv , we get:5 1 2 3 4

5
XV X saq v x qe n as150 nŽ . Ž .Ý i i

is1

v sy50yv yv yv yv m5 1 2 3 4

V X X s150qv x qv x qv x qv xŽ . 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4

q y50yv yv yv yv x qemŽ .1 2 3 4 5

V X X s150qv x qv x qv x qv x y50 x yv x yv xŽ . 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 1 5 2 5

yv x yv x qem3 5 4 5

V X X q50 x y150sv x qv x qv x qv x yv x yv xŽ . 5 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 1 5 2 5

yv x yv x qem3 5 4 5

V X X q50 x y150sv x yx qv x yx qv x yxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .5 1 1 5 2 2 5 3 3 5

qv x yx qe. 14Ž . Ž .4 4 5

We can now estimate the weight v by a multiple regression in which thei
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .intercept is set at zero; x yx , x yx , x yx and x yx are the new1 5 2 5 3 5 4 5

Ž X .independent variables and V q50 x y150 is the new dependent variable.5
Ž .Afterwards, we can calculate v and the standard error from Eq. 12 .5

Unfortunately, it has not been possible to find an equation that would do the
same for a model that contains interactions between the dimensions. All models
we considered resulted in a predicted value range of less then 100. Therefore,
there is not yet a good parametric model that predicts normalised values and
allows for interactions between the dimensions. Forcing the predicted values to
range from 100 to 0 must therefore be carried out on an ad hoc basis, for instance,
by normalising the predicted values afterwards.
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1.5. The health states

™Ž .After all choices have been made, we are still not ready to estimate V x . First,
we must select a subset of health states from the 243 possible EuroQol health
states. The choice of the health states relates to choice of the model and to the
method the investigator uses to elicit health states from the subjects. Generally
speaking, one can distinguish two such methods: statistically inferred strategies

Ž .and explicitly decomposed strategies Froberg and Kane, 1989a .
Ž .The EuroQol Group and the group of Kaplan et al. Kaplan et al., 1976 use the

statistically inferred method. The investigator asks the subject to value a number
Ž .of complete health states. The weights of the different dimensions, their levels

and possible interactions are all deduced by decomposition afterwards, with the
use of a model. Because one is unaware of these values, a model is often chosen

Ž .that can estimate these parameters, such as the models represented in Eqs. 7 and
Ž .9 . If we want to estimate these parameters, we have to choose health states that
represent the whole valuation space as closely as possible. That means that one
should include bad, good and intermediate health states in the valuation sample.
Furthermore, in order to estimate the interactions, a selection of health states
should be made that maximises the number of combinations of the levels across
the dimensions.

Torrance and colleges use the explicitly decomposed method: the weights of the
different dimensions, their levels and their possible interactions are all determined
separately. The weights for the different dimensions are determined by valuing the
so called corner states: health states that hold all but one dimension at the best
level, and that one dimension is set at the worst level. In terms of the EQ-5D these
states would be 31111, 13111, 11311, 11131 and 11113. In the studies of
Torrance, the subjects valued these corner states using a visual analogue scale with

Ž . Ž .the best possible state at the top 11111 and the worse state at the bottom 33333 .
The values of the levels within the dimensions are determined holding the levels
of the other dimensions at a fixed level: the subjects were asked to assume that ‘all
other aspects of your health and abilities are normal’. Subjects valued the

Ž .intermediate levels 21111 again with a visual analogue scale that now had the
Ž . Ž .best level at the top 11111 and the matching corner state at the bottom 31111 .

The explicitly decomposed method is most often used in combination with the
Ž Ž ..model based on mutual utility independence Eq. 10 . By making these explicit

assumptions about the interaction of the dimensions, the values of all possible
health states can be estimated using the empirical valuations mentioned above.
Using the explicitly decomposed method, the corner states are chosen for the
valuation task. It could be said that the explicitly decomposed method estimates
the valuation space from the outside. On the other hand, the statistically inferred

Ž .method uses interior states Hakim and Pathak, 1995 and extrapolates these
values towards the borders of the valuation space. Using corner states has the
advantage that there are only a small number of them. For instance, using the
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explicitly decomposed method for the valuation of the EuroQol health states,
would require only 10 values: the corner states 31111, 13111, 11311, 11131,
11113 for weighting the dimensions and 21111, 12111, 11211, 11121, 11112 for
weighting the levels. Of course, it is only possible to use so few health states, by
making strong assumptions, namely mutual utility independence.

In choosing health states, one is limited by the fact that some health states are
difficult to imagine, for instance ‘confined to bed’ but with ‘no problems’ on the

Ž .other dimensions 31111 . This problem is especially encountered using the
explicitly decomposed methods, because these depend heavily on the valuations of

Ž .such extreme health states. In their earlier work, Torrance et al. 1996 tried to get
around this problem, by estimating the value of the corner state 31111 with more

Ž . Žprobable states, such as 33111 a ‘double’ corner state , or 21111 a ‘backed-off’
.corner state . However, this increases the complexity of the model and also

increases the influence of inconsistent responses on the estimations. Therefore, in
later work, they adapted their health classification system in an attempt to make

Žthe dimensions less structurally dependent of each other Feeny et al., 1995, p.
.495 . Structural independence between the dimensions did not play an important

Žrole when the EuroQol Group chose their dimensions The EuroQol Group, 1990;
.Williams, 1995 . Indeed the research of the EuroQol Group is concentrated on

statistically inferred methods, avoiding valuations of corner states.

1.6. The respondents

The last decision concerns which respondents to use in the evaluation. In other
words: whose values are taken into account? There has been much debate about

Žthe differences between the values of patients and non-patients Torrance, 1986:
Froberg and Kane, 1989b; Carr-Hill, 1991; Hadorn, 1991; Williams, 1991; Selaı̈

.and Rosser, 1995 . In this investigation, we limited ourselves to values given by
Žthe general public, representing the so called societal Õiewpoint Hadorn, 1991;

.Gold et al., 1996 .
Having made this choice, we also have to decide how to deal with missing

values and ‘clearly irrational responses’, e.g., respondents who give a very bad
health state a high value, higher than the best health state? These kinds of outliers
have a large influence on mean values, especially in the case of normalised values.

Ž .Furthermore, Gold et al. 1996 argue that the vales for health states should be
[ ]given by ‘‘ . . . a well-informed, cognitiÕe robust, unbiased community sample.’’

Ž . Ž .p. 106 . In an earlier stage of this investigation, van Hout and McDonnell 1992
adopted this point of view rather rigorously, and dropped all respondents who
showed signs of irrationality or misinterpretation. A similar protocol was followed
by Torrance et al., 1996. On the other hand, many social scientists will argue that
signs of irrationality and misinterpretation and outliers are empirical findings and
should be incorporated into the data set. In the present study, we adopted an
intermediate viewpoint, and used only a few exclusion criteria for the ‘original
values’. This means that small mistakes are not seen as signs of misinterpretation,
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but as measurement error. We used a more restricted selection of the subjects for
the analyses of the ‘normalised values’, because outliers can easily dominate these
values.

2. Method

™Ž .In this paper, we estimated the value function V x on the basis of data from
the EuroQol Rotterdam 1991 Survey. This general population survey is already

Ž . Ž .described in detail in the paper of Essink-Bot et al. 1993 and Agt et al. 1994 .
Each respondent valued 16 health states using the EQ-5D thermometer. By using
different versions of the questionnaire, we obtained values for 25 health states.
These versions were sent to 1400 households in Rotterdam. We selected only
questionnaires with two or less missing values. This is also the selection used by

Ž .Essink-Bot et al. 1993 . They made this selection under the assumption that
‘‘ . . . if only one or two states were missing the respondent had essentially
understood the task.’’ We used a more restricted selection of the subjects for the
analyses of the normalised values. We disregarded the responses of respondents

Ž .who valued intermediate states higher than the best health state 11111 andror
Ž .lower than the worst 33333 . Furthermore, we disregarded respondents who

valued the best and the worst states equally.
We estimated the parameters of the model on ordinary least squares and, if

possible, on multilevel analysis. This was only possible with the least complicated
models. For instance, we were not able to find a satisfying equation that would
enable us to estimate normalised values using multilevel analysis.

We estimated the parameters of the multiplicative model on the basis of Eq.
Ž .10 and the normalised average values of V and the assumption that x s2.i

Ž .Instead of using the explicitly decomposed strategy, as Torrance et al. 1996
proposed, we used the statistical inferred strategy in combination with this
multiplicative model. In order to facilitate the interpretation of a and v, in the

Ž . w xcase of Eq. 10 , we transformed the values on V to a 0 . . . 1 scale and the scores
™ � 4 � 4on the dimensions of x from 1,2,3 to 1,0.5,0 .

3. Results

Ž .The respondents returned 980 questionnaires 70% , of which 643 question-
Ž . Ž .naires 46% had two or less missing values. Essink-Bot et al. 1993 present the

background variable of this response and described an in-depth non-response
investigation. They reported that the similarities between responders and non-re-
sponders in terms of background variables were more striking than the differences.

Ž .Agt et al. 1994 measured the test–retest reliability of this data, and describe this
reliability as good.
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Table 2 presents the mean values of the response. Because we analysed the
same data, these mean values are the same as in Table 2 of Essink-Bot et al.
Ž . Ž .1993 . There were 135 21% subjects who had valued at least one health state

Ž .below 33333 and 73 11% subjects who had valued at least one health state above
11111. Some of these responses caused extreme normalised values: 18 subjects
had normalised scores with a minimum value ranging from y10 to y4750; 22
subjects had normalised scores with a maximum value ranging from 100 to 1200.
These outliers were excluded from the analyses of the normalised values, using the
criteria mentioned in Section 2.

ŽTable 3 presents estimates of the linear models without interaction terms Eqs.
Ž . Ž ..6 and 7 . The estimates in the first columns are based on the mean and the

Table 2
Ž .Empirical values of the health states for respondents with two or less missing values Ns643

w xStates Original values Normalised values 0 . . . 100

Mean SD Median Mode N Mean SD Median Mode N

11111b 92.31 13.16 97 100 639 100.00 0.00 100 100 389
11111a 92.25 13.63 97 100 639 100.00 0.00 100 100 389
11211 80.47 14.38 80 80 331 82.28 13.90 85 80 197
11121 73.58 18.48 75 70 332 73.70 19.13 75 80 197
11112 73.44 18.69 75 80 341 72.74 19.39 77 80 219
12111 67.93 23.68 70 80 337 70.36 20.67 73 80 219
21111 62.93 23.18 68 70 333 62.84 20.67 66 50 219
11221 65.48 18.09 65 60 300 66.21 17.66 68 70 170
11122 59.95 20.65 60 60 333 58.55 18.72 59 60 197
21211 52.90 23.51 58 60 306 54.01 21.85 58 50 192
12212 52.71 20.13 54 50 297 52.51 18.95 52 50 170
21212 48.50 20.25 50 50 300 46.78 19.83 47 50 170
32211 45.17 23.33 45 40 338 38.56 19.44 39 0 219
21232 35.11 23.87 30 20 333 27.57 17.49 28 20 197
23223 29.89 22.56 30 30 308 21.86 15.84 21 0 192
22233 27.06 23.15 20 20 333 16.73 13.48 14 0 197
33321 26.31 23.01 20 20 332 16.12 13.41 13 0 197
22323 25.96 22.98 20 20 339 17.03 12.35 16 0 219
32233 24.87 23.44 20 0 307 14.95 14.51 11 0 192
22333 24.81 22.71 20 10 306 16.27 14.68 13 0 192
23332 21.24 21.31 15 0 306 12.79 12.40 11 0 192
32333 20.79 22.65 15 10 297 10.54 11.44 8 0 170
33332 20.65 21.93 15 20 308 9.85 9.56 8 0 192
33233 19.80 21.46 15 10 296 10.71 12.41 9 0 170
23333 15.67 20.80 10 0 299 7.36 9.98 5 0 170
33333b 14.39 23.20 5 0 642 0.00 0.00 0 0 389
33333a 13.33 23.08 5 0 642 0.00 0.00 0 0 389

Ž .States 11111 and 33333 were presented twice; the first presentation a is used in the calculations. The
values are sorted according to the median of the original values. The original values are taken from the

Ž .investigation of Essink-Bot et al. 1993 . Copyright: Wiley. Reproduced with permission.
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Table 3
Parameter estimates without interaction

Original values Normalised values

Mean Median Individual OLS Individual MLA Mean Median Individual OLS
X X X X X X Xx x x x x x x x x x x x x xi i i i i i i i i i i i i i

a 111.12 116.45 119.96 125.73 113.731 119.23 114.00 119.30 150.00 150.00 150.00 150.00 150.00 150.00
v y9.17 y10.88 y9.23 y10.98 y9.509 y11.35 y9.521 y11.52 y13.29 y17.41 y17.41 y16.87 y14.06 y17.831

v y5.07 y7.16 y5.48 y7.44 y4.775 y7.27 y4.757 y7.41 y1.58 y8.51 y8.51 y9.14 y1.62 y8.752

v y7.72 y4.73 y9.68 y6.83 y8.169 y5.00 y8.302 y4.93 y16.81 y8.75 y8.75 y8.09 y16.17 y8.123

v y4.79 y5.97 y7.43 y8.65 y5.049 y6.00 y4.992 y5.79 y7.68 y7.42 y7.42 y8.62 y7.62 y7.434

v y7.28 y4.12 y7.51 y4.34 y7.454 y4.39 y7.528 y4.41 y10.64 y7.91 y7.91 y7.28 y10.53 y7.865

x 2.00 2.78 2.00 2.68 2.00 2.73 2.00 2.75 2.00 2.44 2.44 2.47 2.00 2.441

x 2.00 2.63 2.00 2.73 2.00 2.62 2.00 2.63 2.00 2.56 2.56 2.72 2.00 2.752

x 2.00 2.33 2.00 2.23 2.00 2.36 2.00 2.33 2.00 2.45 2.45 2.44 2.00 2.443

x 2.00 2.72 2.00 2.56 2.00 2.82 2.00 2.81 2.00 3.34 3.34 3.13 2.00 3.314

x 2.00 3.41 2.00 3.48 2.00 3.45 2.00 3.44 2.00 3.30 3.30 3.37 2.00 3.275
2R 0.93 0.97 0.94 0.97 0.54 0.56 0.75 0.92 0.92 0.95 0.63 0.75

Ž .adj.

The parameter can be used in a linear model that estimated the values of the EQ-5D health states. a sa constant; v s the weight of the EQ-5D dimension1

mobility; v s item for self-care, etc.; x is the value of the in-between descriptor of mobility; x item for self-care, etc.; x is the in-between descriptor2 1 2 i

without rescaling. The value of x is therefore always 2. xX is the estimated value of the in-between descriptor. The predicted values based on the normalisedi i

values have a range of 0–100. Individual OLSsparameters based on individual values using ordinary least squares; MLA smultilevel analysis.
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median without normalisation. Estimates can be made based on the mode using the
data presented in Table 2. Table 3 also presents the adjusted R2 of the different
models. It should be noted that the common interpretation of this parameter is
inappropriate here, because the size of this parameter depends on the distribution

Ž Ž ..of the health states. For instance, if we fit the most simple model Eq. 6 on the
individual data only using the states 21111, 12111, 11211, 11121 and 11112 the
R2 would be as low as 0.078. If we then replace 11112 by 33333, the R2

increases to 0.628. This is even higher than the R2 for all 25 states as presented in
Table 3. In multilevel analysis there are several ‘R2 like measures’, which makes
the interpretation different from the models based ordinary least squares.

Table 4 presents the estimates of the interactions between the dimensions.
Because we were unable to find an equation that would estimate both the
interaction terms and force the predicted values to the range from 0 to 100, the
predictions of the normalised values do not cover the full range between 100 and

Ž0. For instance the value of state 11111 is 93.19 and the value of 33333 is 4.38 if
.x s2 .i

Table 4
Parameter estimates with interaction parameters. Estimates based on the individual values. v s the12

first order between mobility and self-care

Original values Original values Normalised values

Ordinary least squares Multilevel analysis Ordinary least squares

x p x p x pi i i

a 165.19 0.00 165.30 0.00 191.41 0.00
v y29.07 0.00 y29.14 0.00 y33.38 0.001

v y18.85 0.00 y18.80 0.00 y20.71 0.002

v y9.14 0.00 y9.26 0.00 y9.91 0.003

v y20.07 0.00 y20.03 0.00 y29.42 0.004

v y17.16 0.00 y17.20 0.00 y22.74 0.005

x 2.00 2.00 2.001

x 2.00 2.00 2.002

x 2.00 2.00 2.003

x 2.00 2.00 2.004

x 2.00 2.00 2.005

v 9.08 0.00 8.90 0.00 8.70 0.0012

v y3.17 0.01 y3.06 0.00 y3.64 0.0013

v 0.39 0.71 0.32 0.32 2.53 0.0114

v 4.10 0.00 4.27 0.00 3.03 0.0115

v 1.15 0.36 1.27 0.07 0.18 0.8723

v y2.94 0.00 y2.97 0.00 y1.24 0.1624

v y0.82 0.35 y0.77 0.06 y0.80 0.3025

v 4.63 0.00 4.67 0.00 4.30 0.0034

v y0.76 0.50 y0.94 0.23 0.48 0.6235

v 3.41 0.00 3.41 0.00 4.39 0.0045
2 Ž .R adj. 0.56 0.84
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Table 5
Ž Ž ..Parameter estimates for the multiplicative model Eq. 10 on the basis of normalised average values

Parameters Estimates Asymptotic SE

a 3.612 1.283
v 0.143 0.0301

v 0.081 0.0232

v 0.062 0.0253

v 0.084 0.0224

v 0.096 0.0255
2R 0.97

w xV and X are both transformed to a 0 . . . 1 scale.

The parameters’ estimates of the multiplicative model are presented in Table 5.
As Sv -0 and a)0, all dimensions should be interpreted as complements. Asi

indicated previously, this means that an improvement on any one of the dimen-
sions is not very beneficial, while a simultaneous improvement on several is much
better. Note that again the estimated values of this model with interactions are not
normalised: the estimated value of 11111 is 0.889, lower than 1.00.

4. Discussion

We used data from a postal EQ-5D survey to estimate several value-functions.
These value functions can be used to assign values to health states that were not
recorded. Before presenting our estimates, we distinguished six topics that are
directly related to our main question: the characteristics of the scales, the choice of
the aggregation mode, the choices of a criterion function, the specification of the
model and choices of the health states and respondents. Various choices had to be
made in relation to these topics. An important choice was to interpret values as
scores on an interval scale. We also chose to minimise the ordinary least-squares
and we based our estimates on the means, the medians and on all individual data.
After these choices, we considered several linear and nonlinear models. For
example, we took into account that the intermediary descriptors on each dimension
might not be equally spaced and estimated their corresponding values. Further-
more, we looked at the way interaction could be incorporated in the model.
Finally, we considered the choice of health states and the respondents.

It appears that all models fit the data rather well in terms of R2. However, as
we have explained before, the R2 is difficult to interpret and we suspect that all
models are subject to mis-specification. An example of such mis-specification is
that the estimated value for the intermediary descriptor of anxietyrdepression is

Ž .sometimes above the value of the worst descriptor Table 3 . On the basis of the
present data, it is difficult to see what causes this. It could be a ‘real’ phe-
nomenon, but it might also be an artefact caused by the presentation of the health
states. In another investigation we found that the place of the health states on the
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pages influences the value. If the health state is placed at the top of the page, the
values will be relatively high; when the box is place at the bottom, the value is
relatively low. In other words, subjects minimise the length of the line they have
to draw. Furthermore, mis-specification disappeared when the 24 health states

Ž .were presented randomly Busschbach et al., 1997 .
The differences between the parameters based on the raw individual responses

Ž .and the parameters based on the mean values of the health states Table 3 were
minimal. This is because we chose to minimise the sum of squared residuals: in
both cases the mean values were used for estimating the parameters. Small
differences occurred because the models based on individual data take into
account differences in sample sizes on which the values of the health states are

Ž .based see ‘N ’ in Table 1 . Larger differences may emerge if we use normalised
data, because groups of health states are then associated with the values of their
accompanying health states 11111 and 33333. This is not clearly seen in Table 3,
because the estimates for the individual data were based on more consistent
subjects than the estimates on average data. If we had estimated them on responses

Ž .from subjects with 2 or less missing values as we did with the average data , large
differences would occur.

The difference between the ordinary least square models and the models based
on multilevel analysis were small. In fact, it is tempting to conclude that it does
not make a differences, and one can rely on the well known fixed effect models.
This is probably caused by the relatively high number of health states in which the
respondents are nested. Indeed, Goldstein indicated that if there are a relatively

Ž .high number of units of analysis on level 2 in our case, the health states as
Ž .compared to level 1 the respondents , the precision of an ordinary regression

Ž .analysis will be improved considerably Goldstein, 1995, p. 2 . Differences might
be larger in other samples with a lower number of health states. On the other hand,
although from a theoretical point of view the multilevel analysis might be more
appropriate than fixed effect models, differences might be small when one chooses
a design incorporating many health states.

We used the statistical inferred strategy in combination with this multiplicative
model. The relatively good fit in terms of R2, shows the use of this multiplicative
model is not conditional on the use of explicitly decomposed strategies. However,
note that the explicitly decomposed method can only be used in combination with
multiplicative models.

The parameters’ estimates of the multiplicative model indicated that all dimen-
sions should be interpreted as complements. The interpretation of ‘complements’
was done in terms of ‘getting better’. If one would like to make an interpretation
in terms of getting sick, the dimensions should be interpreted as substitutes:
getting worse in one dimension is already big problem, while getting worse in two
dimensions is not that much worse.

From the present data set, it is not possible to test empirically many of the
different choices that have to be made before the accuracy of a model can be
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estimated. Currently, we are collecting a new data set that hopefully can be used
for this purpose. A group of 100 students valued all 243 health states empirically.
Using this data set, we hope to test empirically how accurate the different models

Ž .are in predicting all 243 values from a specific subset Busschbach et al., 1997 .
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